A disaster is a terrifying and unpredictable monster. As industrial nurses preparing to cope with disaster, we will not be called upon to rescue victims from the raging waters of a Johnstown Flood. A fire to duplicate the Chicago holocaust or to simulate the one which gutted Hiroshima after the atom bombing are wartime probabilities which we will not consider. However, fires of the type which ravaged the Coconut Grove Night Club have had industrial counterparts and we must remember that the Texas City Disaster was industrial in origin.
If disaster strikes your plant-even an overwhelming castastrophe-its effects will be blunted and minimized by a smoothly functioning disaster plan. As nurses in industry, what is our role in such a plan? Simply put, it consists of being a member of a medical team which will get to the site of the disaster "fastest with the mostest." "Mostest" in our case is adequate medical supplies and personnel to render efficient care to the injured.
This last statement is a simple one. You might say to yourself that you have been rendering efficient care to the injured for 10 these many years and, of course, you have. However, a medical department geared to meet normal industrial health and accident problems will not be able to cope with a disaster. Medical supplies will 12 be inadequate and more personnel will be needed. Medical supplies for disaster planning must be carefully ordered, strategically placed, adequately stored and must be mobile. Most plants solve the personnel problem by training first aid squads to act as adjuncts to the medical department. Having secured supplies and personnel, drilling with other members of your disaster team will perfect efficiency.
Physical characteristics of industrial plants vary. Even a casual observer can tell if a plant is compact or detached, whether it is large or small, etc. Disaster potentials and personnel idiosyncrasies are not so apparent. You and your associates best appreciate these and, therefore, you are the most qualified to shape your own disaster plan. We outsiders can only show you what we have done in our own plant. I will try to explain the normal function of our Plant Health Department and how it operates if a disaster strikes.
For the past ten years, three physicians, nine nurses, a physical therapist, a laboratory technician and an X-Ray technician have comprised our Plant Health Staff. This regular staff has not been increased, but thirty men have been given an intensive first aid course and will respond in case of disaster. Normally a physician and a nurse take the ambulance and respond to all fires and to all injuries. Medical supplies are carried in a medical kit at such times. Additional medical supplies are stored in the ambulance in a small locked compartment. In case of disaster these supplies would be pitifully inadequate.
Four mobile first aid units have been assembled and placed in strategic and accessible areas in the plant. Each unit consists of two large cabinets bolted back to back. They are placed on wooden pallets and can be moved quickly by lift truck. However, there would be a slight time lag transferring one or more units to a disaster site; therefore, a large portable hamper has been filled with additional supplies. This is kept in the ambulance and will be used only in case of disaster. It will suffice until one or more of the portable units arrrve.
Fire and explosion with probably attendant irritating fumes and gases are our disaster threats. So our medical stockpile was built to anticipate burns, fractures, eye and chest irritations, etc. Cyanide is used in some of our plant operations and, although up-to-date we have not had a cyanide. explosion, a special emergency set-up is in the medical kit and in each one of the mobile units which we will use to treat exposure to this deadly chemical should such treatment ever be necessary. Perhaps you would like
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Emergency Planning to check our supplies-here is a partial list of those stored in the mobile units: sterile vaseline gauze, bandages, dressings, slings, sterile instruments, sterile gloves, splints, blankets, flashlights, marking pencils, medications, airways, intravenous fluids, antiseptics, stretchers, etc. There is a resuscitator in the ambulance and another in the rescue truck. There are narcotics in the portable medical kit but not in the mobile units. In the event of mass casualties, a stock bottle of narcotics would be made up and rushed to the scene. If yOll assemble your own mobile first aid units, make them dust proof. We have had dust infiltration. Also, one of our cabinets was broken into on three different occasions. Build your units strong. Commercial units are available as you probably know.
Our plant works three shifts around the clock. Plant Health is open at all times except from 12 :00 midnight Saturday until 7 :00 A.M. Monday.
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During these hours the plant is nearly shut down except for the guard force, a few power plant workers and a handful of others. Key personnel live near the plant and we believe that at least 2 or 3 persons would be on the scene quickly should a disaster occur.
When we trained our 30 first aid men we were fortunate in having a veteran nucleus of men who had had previous Red Cross first aid training and others who had first aid experience in the armed services. These men were given thirteen two-hour sessions of first aid training in order to drill them to cope with emergencies peculiar to Merck & Company.
These men have completed their basic training and now drill once a month to maintain smoothness and efficiency and to work out new problems.
Just a little more than a year ago we had worked out all details of our disaster plan and we scheduled a full scale simulated disaster involving all units of our disaster set up. Ironically, at approximately 2:00 A.M. of the morning of our simulated disaster, we suffered a real disaster.
Building No, 82 in our factory area blew up. Tragically, three men were killed instantly by blast and crush of equipment. We had twelve injured men, only one of whom proved to be seriously hurt. He was badly burned.
Our disaster signal was not sounded for the above incident. Despite this, three first aid men and I reached the disaster site within 10 minutes. Casualties were counted and doctors and other workers and the Rahway First Aid Squad were called. By the time all the injured had reached the Plant Health Department we had plenty of help and most of the machinery of the disaster plan had functioned well. Incidentally, the first aid men handled themselves very well in this emergency situation.
Several months later the simulated disaster came off on schedule with all units of the plan taking part. Communications alerted the plant and directed all operations. Plant Protection, the Fire Department, and the Rescue Squad worked closely with us. Public Relations gathered data and relayed their information via Communications. In general, the drill proceeded on schedule and went smoothly except for a few minor details. There was some congestion of vehicles in the disaster area and one casualty sitting up was temporarily overlooked. We were curious as to how long it would take to transport the nearest of our mobile first aid units to the disaster site and found that in the drill it took 8 minutes. We had ample supplies in the ambulance to last us for 8 minutes.
All of us are familiar with emergency situations, but a disaster breeds panic and confusion. Cool, decisive action is vital. There is so much to be done at once and each thing seems to require urgent priority. For. instance; ( 1) Institute shutdown procedures, (2) Control fire, (3) Direct traffic, (4) Call help, (5) Count casualties, (6) Set up public relations. There is much more. Only practice will make your plan work.
